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NEW QUESTION: 1
What does compute instance horizonal scaling mean?
A. stopping/starting the instance
B. adding additional compute instances
C. backing up data to object storage
D. changing compute instance size
Answer: B
Explanation:
Explanation
Cloud Horizontal Scaling refers to provisioning additional
servers to meet your needs, often splitting workloads between

servers to limit the number of requests any individual server
is getting. In a cloud-based environment, this would mean
adding additional instances instead of moving to a larger
instance size.
Cloud Vertical Scaling refers to adding more CPU or memory to
an existing server, or replacing one server with a more
powerful server.

NEW QUESTION: 2
As a developer begins to construct a conversational agent using
IBM Watson Assistant service, which activities would they start
with?
A. Deploy it on the local machine before deploying it live
B. Design the dialog flow
C. Add new content based on user activity
D. Gather representative questions
Answer: B
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Answer:
Explanation:
See explanation below.
Explanation
1. In the Security &amp; Compliance Center &gt; left navigation
&gt; Data loss prevention &gt; Policy &gt; + Create a policy.
2. Choose the U.K. Data Protection Act template &gt; Next.
3. Name the policy &gt; Next.
4. Choose All locations in Office 365 &gt; Next.
5. At the first Policy Settings step just accept the defaults,
6. After clicking Next, you'll be presented with an additional
Policy Settings page Deselect the Show policy tips to users and
send them an email notification option.
Select the Detect when content that's being shared contains
option, and configure the number instances to be 10.
Select the Send incident reports in email
Select the Choose what to include in the report and who
receives it link to add Allan Deyoung as a recipient.
7. &gt; Next

8. Select the option to turn on the policy right away &gt;
9. Click Create to finish creating the policy.
Reference:
https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/microsoft-365/compliance/creat
e-test-tune-dlp-policy?view=o365-worldwide
https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/microsoft-365/compliance/dataloss-prevention-policies?view=o365-worldwide
https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/microsoft-365/compliance/whatthe-dlp-policy-templates-include?view=o365-w
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